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“Perfect Dry Plates for Canada”: Gelatine Dry-Plate Manufacturing 
in Canada in the Late Nineteenth Century

Shannon Perry

Abstract: This article seeks to identify the commercial efforts of Canadian photographers to manufacture 
and distribute gelatin dry-plates in the 19th century. Using archival material and published advertisements, 
several companies including the Stanley Dry Plate Company of Montreal are identified and positioned within 
the photographic manufacturing landscape in Canada. In doing so, the commercial efforts of Canadian 
manufacturers are contrasted with the parallel developments in dry-plate manufacturing in the United States 
and England, further situating Canada’s photographic manufacturing history within a broader context. 

Résumé : Cet article cherche à définir les efforts commerciaux des photographes canadiens pour fabriquer et 
distribuer des plaques sèches à la gélatine au XIXe siècle. À l’aide de documents d’archives et de publicités 
imprimées, plusieurs entreprises, dont la Stanley Dry-Plate Company de Montréal, sont identifiées et 
positionnées dans le paysage canadien de la production de photos. Les efforts commerciaux des fabricants 
canadiens sont ainsi mis en contraste avec les développements qui ont eu lieu en parallèle dans la fabrica-
tion de plaques sèches aux États-Unis et en Angleterre, ce qui permet de situer l’histoire canadienne de la 
production photographique dans un contexte plus large.

Keywords: Dry plates, Manufacturing, Patents, Photograph,; Stanley Dry Plate Co.

From the first announcements in 1839, photography has been understood, to vary-
ing degrees, as a complex blend of art and science: as a process, it has been subject 
to constant refinements and improvements, especially in the nineteenth century.1 
Advancements in chemistry and technology were welcomed, as photographers sought 
faster exposure times, clearer images, and ease-of-use that facilitated picture-making. 
Arguably the most significant development for photography was the introduction, in 
in the late 1870s, of the gelatine dry plate as the carrier for photographic emulsions in 
commercial applications, the focus of this article.

An 1898 advertisement for the Stanley Dry Plate Works of Montreal that appeared 
in The Canadian Journal of Medicine and Surgery (Fig. 1) proclaimed: “Physicians will find 
the Stanley Dry Plate to give the most satisfactory results. It can be secured of any 
sensitometer and will produce shadow and high light [sic] to perfection. To be procured 
from any photo stock house.” Positioned between advertisements for “McLaughlin’s 
Matzel Kefir,” “The Canadian Cigar Co.”, and “Abbot’s Effervescent Saline Laxatives,” 
it was one of six advertisements related to photographic materials that appeared i the 
journal, and the only one from a Canadian company specializing in photographic 
materials.2 Why is this significant? In the decade preceding the Stanley advertisement, 
photographic technology had reached the point where the steps required to take a 
photograph had been reduced to a simple press of the button, and where photographic 
supplies could be accessed easily in most cities and towns across Canada. The ways in 
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which commercially produced dry plate negatives encouraged new or increased use of 
photography, including in science and medicine, are well documented in photographic 
history; however, there is little understanding of how and where the manufacturing of 
these materials occurred, in Canada or elsewhere.3 There is a small, but focused body 
of scholarly work that considers the role and impact of chemistry and technology on the 
growth of the photographic industry in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
with Reese Jenkins’ Images and Enterprise: Technology and the American Photographic Industry 
1839-1925, published almost 50 years ago, still the most cited. Much research, however, 
remains to be done.4 Canadian-made gelatine dry plates, including those advertised in 
Figure 1, present an opportunity to investigate an area with far-reaching implications 
for historians: the technology behind image making in Canada. 

Photographic images are often presented in historical studies as supporting evidence 
for the corresponding text, with authors focusing on the image content. By turning 
our attention to the photograph as an object, we can break down the production of 
the image, and examine individual components, such as the science and technology of 
photographic negatives.5 By focusing on the photographic negative — specifically the 
gelatine dry plate process that led to the Stanley Dry Plate (Fig. 1) — we see an object 
that was subject to repeated technological change to make it commercially available 
in the late nineteenth century.6 In questioning how, when, where, and why the Stanley 
Dry Plate negatives were made available to Canadian consumers, we tease out new 
layers of information and meaning-making that help us understand how Canadian 
dry-plate manufacturing fits within the broader technological and consumer history 
of photography.

Drawing upon nineteenth-century periodicals and archival sources, positioned at the 
intersection of science (dry plates) and technology (photography), this article explains 
who the Montreal dry plate manufacturer was, and how it was positioned within 
photographic manufacturing in Canada. The original research conducted for part of 
this article clarifies that there were at least two distinct types of dry-plate makers in 
Canada at the end of the nineteenth century: small-scale makers with local distribution, 
who typically employed hand production; and large-scale factory-based makers, who 
were able to employ automated technology and/or other manufacturing techniques not 
available to the smaller manufacturers. 

The Early Days of Manufacture and Distribution: 1840-1870

To understand how Canadian dry plate manufacturing fits within the broader 
technological and consumer history of photography, let us start at the beginning. The 
year 1839 is the largely accepted ‘birthdate’ of photography, with news regarding two 
different and competing photographic processes announced almost simultaneously by 
Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre (1787-1851) in France and William Henry Fox Talbot 
(1800-1877) in England. Between 1840 and the late 1870s, a robust professional trade 
developed internationally, including in Canada, with photographic studios and itiner-
ant photographers increasingly dotting the map. At the same time, dedicated amateur 
photographers grew in number, often within recognizable networks or communities, 
with photographic societies popping up in Paris, London, Manchester, and elsewhere.
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Figure 1. Advertisement from The Canadian Journal of Medicine and Surgery, 4, No. 2 (August 1898), cvi.

Later, in the 1880s, camera clubs began to form in increasing numbers in urban centres 
around the world.7 

A working knowledge of chemistry was an essential requirement for these early 
photographers to create a photographic image: the photographer had to work with 
a variety of chemicals to create a sensitized surface immediately prior to exposure in 
the camera, and then develop and fix the image immediately afterwards to ensure 
permanence. As most photographers were not trained in chemistry or other scientific 
fields, published information about photographic chemistry (processes), optics (lenses), 
and technology (applications) was vitally important in the early days of photography. 
Photographically related information was regularly published across a range of sources, 
including scientific and professional trade journals such as Scientific American and The 
Chemist and new photography-focused periodicals such as the British Journal of Photography 
and the Photographic News, as well as general-interest publications and newspapers.8 

In addition to information, individuals who practised photography also required 
reliable access to a long list of chemicals, chemistry-related supplies, and technical 
or precision instruments. At first, photographic materials circulated largely within 
existing manufacturing and distribution chains of related trades and materials. For 
example, optical instrument makers supplied lenses, and mail-order chemical supply 
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houses, local chemist shops, and pharmacies began to include photographers as regular 
clients, supplying the various scientific instruments and chemicals necessary for creating 
photographs.9 

Listings in city directories and advertisements in newspapers and other published 
sources indicate that gradually, in the 1850s, a specialized photographic-supply industry 
began to emerge in major cities such as London, Paris, New York, and San Francisco.10 
These new ‘photographic stock houses’ supplied photographic equipment (cameras, 
lenses, plates, etc.) and photographically related chemistry (raw materials and pre-meas-
ured solutions or compounds) as well as information in the form of instruction booklets 
and other publications. 

As photography continued to grow in popularity throughout the 1850s and 1860s, 
professional photographers themselves often participated in the sale of photographic 
materials. In Canada, professional photographers, such as Eli Palmer in Toronto, 
William Notman in Montreal, and J. E. Livernois in Quebec City, are known to have 
sold cameras and photographic supplies and offered photography lessons.11

For some 25 years before the arrival of commercially prepared gelatine dry plates in 
the late 1870s, the majority of camera work was carried out using wet collodion or ‘wet 
plate’ technology, first introduced in 1851, when Frederick Scott Archer (1813-1857) 
published the results of his photographic experiments in The Chemist.12 His process 
offered the detail of the daguerreotype and the reproducibility of Talbot’s negative-posi-
tive process. However, wet collodion photography was cumbersome and required 
immediate access to a darkroom. Collodion — nitrocellulose dissolved in alcohol and 
ether — containing some potassium iodide was poured onto a thoroughly clean glass 
plate, then sensitized in a silver nitrate solution. The sensitized plate was transferred to 
the camera, exposed using the photographer’s experience to determine the length of 
exposure, and then developed in pyrogallol or ferrous sulfate while still damp. Finally, 
the plate was fixed with ‘hypo’ (sodium thiosulfate), washed, and dried. If the collodion 
dried before being developed and fixed, no image would form and the negative was 
rendered useless. It was messy, frustrating, labour intensive and time-consuming — and 
the sensitizing and developing process had to be carried out in relative darkness, away 
from all but limited red light. Published reports of accidental deaths and fires related 
to photographic chemical mishaps appeared regularly during this period. However, 
despite its difficulties and dangers, it proved to be a popular and widely adaptable 
process, gradually rendering older methods of photography — the daguerreotype and 
the calotype — more or less obsolete by the end of the 1850s.13

The Gelatine Dry Plate as Technological Change: 1870s

In the late 1860s, Dr. Richard Leach Maddox (1816-1902), an English physician 
and amateur photographer interested in photomicrography, was one of many seeking 
a replacement for the wet-collodion process. In 1871, he published an article entitled 

“An Experiment with Gelatino-Bromide” in the British Journal of Photography, in which 
he proposed a photographic emulsion that was a mixture of gelatine, nitric acid, hydro-
chloric acid, cadmium bromide, and silver nitrate.14 As in the wet-plate process, the 
emulsion was coated on a glass plate. But what made Maddox’s suggestions radically 
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different, was that the emulsion was allowed to dry; it nevertheless remained sensitive 
and could be subsequently exposed and developed. This meant that photographic emul-
sions could be prepared in advance. Maddox’s dry plate was not immediately embraced 
as a clear improvement over wet plate because his initial efforts produced negatives that 
were less sensitive than existing wet-collodion technology and, therefore, required longer 
exposure times. From Daguerre and Talbot on, increasingly shortened exposure times 
were used as a measure for comparing photographic processes and the photographer’s 
skill, and were regularly cited in studio or professional photographer advertisements.15 

Maddox’s experiments slowly gained interest from photographers, and over the next 
several years his discoveries were further explored and improved by countless photog-
raphers. Exposure times were gradually reduced, and details regarding improved emul-
sion formulas and techniques for coating, drying, and developing the non-collodion, or 
dry-plate negatives were regularly published in photographic and scientific journals.16 
Gelatine emulsion was notoriously difficult to produce, difficult to coat evenly on the 
glass plates, and costly to make because of the materials and labour required to produce 
plates of consistent quality. For these reasons, many photographers continued to use the 
older wet-plate process rather than switch to the ‘new’ process. Experimentation with 
the dry plate process was certainly challenging, and the published dialogue of ongoing 
experimentation that appeared in photographic and scientific periodicals reflects this.17 
Photographers greatly benefitted from the relatively free flow of published technical 
information, and by the late 1870s, a number of photographers practised dry-plate 
photography. 

Large-scale commercial production of dry plates began in England (where the major-
ity of dry-plate experimentation had occurred) in 1876, with the Liverpool Dry Plate 
and Photographic Printing Company. Within a decade, commercially prepared dry 
plates were being manufactured by dozens of companies and being sold internationally. 
Figure 2 is an 1883 advertisement for J. Desiré England’s Dry Plates, which illustrated for 
readers of the Photographic Journal the advantages of purchasing and using commercially 
prepared dry plates. On the left, we see “Photography – Past,” with the photographer 
setting out on a photographic excursion. He is bent with the burden of carrying heavy 
photographic equipment and requires several assistants to transport the myriad of 
necessary chemicals and instruments, including a chest clearly labeled ‘tent.’ He and 
his team appear rushed, eager to arrive early at their chosen location, with sufficient 
time to set up the portable darkroom tent and get the chemicals ready for plate coating. 
In contrast, on the right is “Photography – Present.” The photographer is carrying 
only a small box of dry plates (labeled England’s Dry Plates), while his assistant carries 
a small camera. They are unhurried, as their plates are ready to use and require no 
additional time for set-up and plate preparation. Between the two groups are allusions 
to the wide distribution the manufacturer enjoys, with boxes of dry plates ready for sale 
around the world. 

Competition between manufacturers was growing, and not simply the result of an 
increasingly crowded market. Although published information about emulsion recipes 
and plate-coating techniques from the 1870s was essential in helping photographers 
establish the commercial dry-plate industry, freely shared details about emulsions and 
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coating techniques largely disappeared from published sources by the early 1880s, as 
emulsion recipes became carefully guarded trade secrets.18 In his 1929 publication 
Photographic Emulsions, E.J. Wall, a prolific publisher of photographic information, noted:

This trade or professional etiquette, which prevents the manufacturer from giving information 
as to his emulsions, is a serious stumbling block in the advance of our knowledge of the real whys 
and wherefores of emulsion making. In the early days, and it must not be overlooked that the 
gelatino-bromide emulsion was discovered by an amateur, the technical journals were filled with 
accounts of experiments in emulsion making; but since the commercial manufacture of plates 
an impenetrable wall of silence has shut down, that one might as well try to pierce as get through 
a modern safe with a knitting needle. This is, of course, explicable and understandable to some 
extent in view of commercial rivalry, but there can be no doubt that much valuable information 
might be given without violating professional secrecy.19

Dry-plate companies began to rely upon professional chemists and patent-protected 
emulsions, tools, and machinery to improve their plates by working to ensure consistency 
in emulsion quality and coating, with varying success. Tools and tests were devised to 
measure plate-sensitivity levels, ideal light conditions for exposure, and the reaction 
of the emulsion to seasonal changes in temperature and humidity, both to promote 
particular brands and to provide a degree of protection for the photographer purchasing 
plates.20 A varieties of emulsions became available, each with their own characteristics, 
and a hierarchy of products and companies in the market began to emerge.21

Figure 2. Advertisement for J. Desiré England’s Dry Plates in The Photographic Journal, 1883.
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From Hand to Machine Production: 1880s

As Wall suggested in his 1929 observations, the quality of the dry plate was not 
dictated by emulsion recipes alone. Technical steps in preparation, especially the even 
and consistent application of the emulsion, were key to commercial success. The process 
of pouring the gelatine emulsion onto the glass plate by hand was time consuming and 
difficult to control. Household objects were pressed into service, and new tools were 
invented to help, with varying levels of success. For example, teapots were frequently 
cited as the ideal tool for ensuring a controlled pour, and for enabling the photographer 
or manufacturer to capture and re-use the valuable emulsion 

Machine technology for coating plates with emulsion was not practicable until the 
early 1880s, when twin brothers Freelan (1849-1940) and Francis (1849-1918) Stanley  

— founders of the Stanley Dry Plate Works — designed, patented, and utilized the first 
automated emulsion-coating machine for dry plates at their American factory, a step 
that revolutionized dry-plate manufacturing and brought automation to the Canadian 
photographic industry.22

Here, before discussing the Stanley automated emulsion-coating machine further, it 
is important to explain how dry-plate making in Canada was carried out more gener-
ally during this period. Several Canadian makers of dry plates between the 1880s 
and early 1900s have been identified through sources such as censuses, periodicals, 
advertising, and city directories, as well as anecdotal accounts, although the scale of 
production and length-of-time in business vary widely. It is not yet possible to attach 
firm numbers or identities to anything approaching a complete, or even a partial, list of 
participants. It is highly likely that most Canadian photographers who made and sold 
dry plates participated in “mixed trading,” engaging in more than one trade.23 These 
side businesses were often established out of necessity in markets with small populations 
that could not support specialized businesses.24 Therefore, it is almost certain that some 
participants in Canada’s nineteenth-century photographic marketplace do not appear 
in any census or other record. 

In considering how to identify Canadian photographers engaged in commercial 
dry-plate making, we must also consider that they faced an increasingly crowded 
marketplace in the 1880s and 1890s. Stories of British and American photographers 
who were able to turn a dry-plate side-business into a profitable manufacturing company 
featured in photographic journals, and further encouraged photographers to consider 
making and selling dry plates. For example, in 1884, Amateur Photographer printed the 
travel diary of an English photographer visiting Canada. He observed: 

Mr. Norris thinks of going into plate-making commercially. My advice to him was “don’t!” - to 
let well alone and stick to a certainty [studio portrait work or other commercial image making], 
notwithstanding the extraordinary reports that Cramer, of St. Louis [commercial production 
started 1880], had netted $650,000 last year at plate-making; on which, when I heard it, I 
remarked that we had “cram-mers” in England also.”25

It is unclear if Norris, a professional photographer in Niagara, Ontario, decided to 
make dry plates commercially, or if he heeded the advice, but we do know that there 
were photographers who continued to make their own dry plates in Canada until the 
end of the 1890s, and did not rely completely on factory-based makers until the early 
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twentieth century. For example, a 1897 issue of Canadian Photographic Journal (published 
less than a year before the 1898 Stanley advertisement in Fig. 1) remarked that Charles 
MacLennan, a photographer from Truro, Nova Scotia, “besides being a first-class 
photographer, is a first-class chemist, making his own dry plates and demonstrating by 
chemical analysis many valuable points in photography, etc.”26

There is also evidence of photographers producing dry plates in large quantities, 
primarily for use in their own studios. By his own account, such was the case with Mont-
real-based photographer William Notman, a savvy businessman who opened his first 
photographic studio in Montreal in 1856. By the 1880s Notman had established studios 
and partnerships in over 20 cities across Canada and the northeastern United States, 
employing one of the largest networks of photographers and photographically related 
labourers in North America at the time. It is understandable that when the dry-plate 
process became reliable enough for consistent use, he delegated specific employees at a 
single location to produce the plates for all his studios.27

But what of large-scale commercial manufacturers, who established factories and 
sought more ambitious scales of production? By combining details gleaned from census 
reports with information found in photographic periodicals, city directories, and local 
newspapers, at least three commercial manufacturers of dry plates, active between 
1885 and 1900, have been identified: the Stanley Dry Plate Co. of Montreal (est. 1886); 
the Hamilton Dry Plate Co. of Hamilton (est. 1884); and Anderson, Robinson & Co. 
(est. 1892). 

Notman provides insight into how photographers may have gradually shifted from 
coating their own plates to using factory-produced plates in the June 1888 issue of the 
Photographic News: 

For many years plates have been made by Canadian makers, some by photographers to supply 
their own requirements, others to supply the trade. Up to the end of 1884 we manufactured our 
own plates for use here in Montreal and at our branches. In the fall of 1884 the Stanley dry plates 
were taking a very prominent place in the market of the United States, and we had them tried 
very carefully at our US branches, and we found them so satisfactory that we resolved to give 
up making plates, and made arrangements with the SDPC to supply us. Those for our own use 
and sale in Canada we had to import, paying a duty of 30 per cent on the US prices. We found 
them so well received and appreciated throughout Canada that it naturally suggested itself to us 
that if we could induce the Stanley Company to start a factory in Montreal it would be much to 
our advantage and to photographers in general. The market and consumption throughout the 
Dominion was found to be very limited, and considered the biggest risk to starting the enterprise, 
and therefore an application was made to the Government to change the tariff from 30 per cent 
ad valorem to a specific duty of 15 cents per square foot.28

 As a Montreal photographer (and Scottish immigrant), Notman was broadly aware 
of the happenings within photographic communities of England, and participated 
in discussions within internationally distributed photographic journals.29 With fran-
chise studios and a photographic distribution centre in the United States, he also had 
professional connections to the photographic industry in America.30 His interests in 
photography were geographically, politically, and economically varied. As outlined in 
the Photographic News article cited above, when Notman decided to outsource the manu-
facturing of dry plates for his network of studios in 1884, he selected the Stanley Dry 
Plate Co. of Lewiston, Maine (established only a year earlier) to fill this important role.
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At the same time that the Stanleys were producing plates for Notman, they were 
also busy building their reputation in the US and working to improve and expand their 
production methods. Recognizing that coating the plates remained the largest hurdle, 
and noting similar methods to automate the process, they developed a mechanized 
coating machine. The fi rst attempt at a coating machine was patented by George 
Eastman (Fig. 3) in 1880 and who quickly began selling the plans to manufacturers in 
the US and Europe. However, his machine did not work as well as advertised, with the 
emulsion often gumming up the machinery after one or two passes.31 

In 1885, Toronto-based photographer Eli J. Palmer patented a design for a coating 
machine (patent US318761 /CA21546A), but to date there is no evidence that it was 
employed successfully.32 According to his patent application, the machine consisted of 

Figure 3. Illustration from George Eastman’s patent application for his ‘Method and Apparatus for Coating Plates for use in 
Photography’, patent US226503, patented 13 April, 1880. 
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an emulsion vessel pivoted on an arm, to which a flexible tube was attached. A travelling 
belt moved the plates along, and when they passed under the emulsion vessel, emulsion 
was deposited from the tube. The tube was closed with pinchers when emulsion was 
not needed. 

In 1885, after designing and perfecting the machine in their American factory for 
several months, the Stanleys filed a patent for their coating-machine with the United 
States Patent Office (Fig. 4).33 Their use of innovative technology likely contributed 
to Notman’s decision to select them to supply his studios, as Notman recognized the 
impact that automated production would have on the number of plates produced and 
made available for sale. The Stanley machine enabled plates to be coated at 60 times 
the rate of those previously coated by hand.34

The same year their patent was approved, the Stanley’s established a small factory 
on the outskirts of Montreal, at 613-615 Lagauchetière St. The branch factory known 
as the Stanley Dry Plate Co. of Montreal entered the Canadian market as a domestic 
competitor with a strong connection to Notman, arguably the best-known Canadian 
photographer at the time. By locating the factory in Montreal, the Stanleys secured a 
well-situated manufacturing and distribution site close to rail and port transportation 
that facilitated wide distribution in Canada.35

In 1888, the same year Notman was explaining his relationship with the Stanley 
Dry Plate Co. in the Photographic News, the details of the coating machine were printed 
in the Maine Farmer:

The plates are placed on an endless belt as the man would place the boards in a planer, and as they 
pass through the machine receive the coating, which is composed of bromide of silver, gelatine 
and water. At the other end stands a second man who takes these plates and places them in a 
rack to dry. These two men with this little machine do the work it formally required ten to do, 
and more than that, do it in better shape and secure more uniform results. Before, everything 
depended on the judgement of the workmen, now everything is done with the perfection and 
exactness of machinery.36

The machine worked by utilizing a coating head pivoted on a simple bearing, and 
the coating rod itself worked through capillary action; dripping liquid emulsion from 
a perforated tube onto a glass-coating rod that contacted each plate as it moved under 
it. Emulsion was fed from a hopper that kept continuous pressure. The plates then 
automatically moved to a second belt that passed through a tank of frigid water that 
began the chilling process, before they were racked for drying.37 The factory was able 
to produce a larger number of plates with less labour and more consistent results and, 
within a few years, the Stanley dry plate became a favourite with many Canadian 
photographers. 

In addition to the Stanley Dry Plate Co. in Montreal, dry-plate manufacturing facili-
ties were established in Hamilton, Ontario, under the ownership of Thomas Gentle and 
James H. Farmer. The Hamilton Dry Plate Co. specialized in the “Lightning” plate 
and was mentioned regularly in the photographic journals in the annual convention 
reports of the Photographers Association of Canada (established 1884). In the Associ-
ation’s reports published between 1885 and 1887, the company garnered high praise for 
their efforts to produce a ‘Canadian plate,’ an important point for the Photographers 
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Figure 4. Illustration from F.O. & F.E. Stanley’s “Machine for Manufacturing Photographic Dry Plates,” patent 345331. 
Granted 13 July 1886. 
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Association of Canada, which explicitly sought to support Canadian photographers 
and Canadian manufacturers of photographic materials. 

The Hamilton Dry Plate Co. published several advertisements in 1887 that reveal 
the progress of their manufacturing efforts, but also strongly hint at problems within 
the company. In a circular dated 7 June 1887, the company notified readers of the St. 
Louis and Canadian Photographer that Farmer had bought out his partner.38 As the new sole 
proprietor, Farmer announced that he had made ‘improvements’ and was releasing the 
new ‘J.H. Farmer Improved Plate’ — “free from those annoyances which have often 
occurred under the late management.” Here we see a clear acknowledgement that the 
company was still struggling to perfect its emulsion and coating techniques — essential 
components for dry-plate companies seeking to best their competition, domestic and 
foreign. 

A few months later, another advertisement published in the same journal (Fig. 5) 
advised that the Hamilton Dry Plate Co. had purchased land on the Hamilton & 
Dundas Railroad and erected a “large brick factory, with sufficient capacity for supply-
ing all demands of the trade in Canada.”39 The ad included another interesting reference 
to quality, with “all former difficulties overcome.” The “difficulties” could have been 
the company’s ability to supply plates in sufficient quantity or ongoing quality-control 
issues. It could have also referred to issues in management, which may explain the 
ownership split. The wording of the advertisement, which notes that the new factory is 

“without doubt one of the most complete factories on the Continent” is vague; a third 
advertisement, however, provides a clearer picture of what was happening. In December 
1888, the St. Louis and Canadian Photographer published the following:

THE J.H. FARMER DRY PLATE WORKS, Hamilton Ontario, having greatly improved 
and perfected their plates, have added to their out-put, the Nitrate of silver works of Ames & 
Baldwin and will continue the manufacture of the same high grade of silver turned out by these 
gentlemen and are prepared to supply both the wholesale and retail markets. Refining of waste 
will also be a large branch of their business. The Dominion of Canada has here, a branch of 
business growing up within its borders, second to none in the country, for supplying photog-
raphers with perfect goods.40

We can then read the reference to “one of the most complete factories” in the Novem-
ber 1887 issue as referring to a ‘powered’ facility that operated automated plate coating 
or other mechanized technologies; or, it could point to the company’s planned expansion 
into chemical production and resource recycling, or some combination of the two.41 
By producing the very chemicals or materials needed to manufacture their photo-
graphic goods, the J. H. Farmer Dry Plate Co. (formerly the Hamilton Dry Plate Co.) 
reduced its reliance on foreign suppliers and decreased the cost of production. These 
two advertisements remind us of the importance of reliable infrastructure to nineteenth 
century-manufacturers. As with the Stanley Dry Plate Co. in Montreal, the J. H. Farmer 
Dry Plate Co.’s new factory provided access to railway transportation that allowed quick 
shipping of its photographic products across the country. 

Notwithstanding the company’s efforts to modernize and diversify their production, 
it was no longer in business by the end of 1891. Anderson, Robinson & Co. took over 
the  factory, where it manufactured the “Star” dry plate.42 A notice in the Canadian 
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Photographic Journal makes clear that the new tenants were eager to distance themselves 
from their predecessors: 

There is an impression in the minds of many, that the firm of Anderson, Robinson & Co, manu-
facturers of the “Eagle” and “Star” plate is a continuation of the old J. H. Farmer Dry Plate 
business. Such is not the case; and in order to remove any such impression these gentlemen 
wish it stated that further than the purchase of the plant, there is not, nor ever has been, any 
connection whatsoever.43

Figure 5. Advertisement for Hamilton Dry Plate Co. in St. Louis and Canadian Photographer, 5, No 11 (November 
1887).
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Despite Anderson, Robinson & Co.’s efforts to continue commercial plate-making 
in Hamilton, mention of their dry plates disappeared from the photographic press and 
local directories by the end of 1895. 

In August 1896, the Canadian Photographic Journal declared that “The Stanley Plates 
have outlived all Canadian competition, and are now better and more popular than 
ever.”44 However, the dominance of the Montreal-based Stanley firm over the Canadian 
dry-plate manufacturing market would not last long. A year after the Stanley advertise-
ment was published (Fig. 1), a very different advertisement was published in the Canadian 
Photographic Standard (Fig. 6). It stated that over the previous year sales of the Stanley 
dry plate had increased 30% and asked the reader “Doesn’t this prove the popularity 
of the Stanley plate?” The answer, of course, is more complicated, for we know that 
the company’s last remaining large-scale manufacturing facility had ceased to produce 
plates, though it had received congratulations from the Photographers Association of 
Canada for having “outlived all Canadian competition.” The increase in Stanley’s dry 
plate sales are reflective of increased sales for dry plates overall, domestically produced 
and imported. During the same period, the sale of imported dry plates was 29% higher, 
with the majority coming from the US.45 It was partially for this reason that other 
American dry-plate manufacturers began to consider establishing factories in Canada, 
as the Stanley’s had done over a decade earlier.

Kodak comes to Canada: 1900s

In 1898, George Eastman, of the Eastman Kodak Company in Rochester, NY, began 
to consider opening a Canadian factory. A year later, the Canadian Kodak Company 
was established in Toronto. Although dry plates were not then made there, the Toronto 
factory focused on assembling cameras and re-packing photographic film and sensitized 
paper made in the US.46 In 1902, as part of a move to acquire the Stanley factory in the 
US, Eastman began negotiations to purchase the Stanley Dry Plate Co. in Montreal, 
the only remaining manufacturer of dry plates in Canada.47 In correspondence with 
one of his London-based executives in 1904, Eastman outlined his reasons for shifting 
manufacturing to Toronto:

Palmer [Kodak Toronto manager J. G. Palmer] is negotiating for the west 50ft next to our King 
St buildings and I would propose to erect a building there for the manufacture of dry plates 
and the coating of gelatine papers and film...We can ship the support for the film in free of duty 
and of course if we can make emulsion there suitable for glass plates we can also make it good 
enough for film.48

Shortly after Eastman’s successful purchase of Stanley in early 1904, the Montreal 
factory was closed, and all machinery, materials of value, and key skilled employees 
were transferred to the Kodak factory in Toronto.49 

The closure of the Stanley factory in Montreal and the intiation of dry-plate manufac-
ture in Toronto would be the last large-scale change in dry-plate production in Canada. 
As suggested in Eastman’s letter, dry-plate manufacturing, with certain changes, began 
at the Kodak factory in Toronto. The same emulsion for dry plates was now used to 
coat flexible film, a development in the photographic industry that would render dry 
plates obsolete within the next few decades. Dry-plate making in Canada, which had 
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led to automated manufacturing in the Canadian photographic industry, was soon 
replaced by a new process and increasingly automated and modern manufacturing 
techniques. This process of technological change in commercial manufacturing in the 
photographic industry eventually saw the Kodak factory in Toronto close in 2005, as 
fi lm-based photography was largely replaced by digital imaging in the early years of 
the twentieth-fi rst century.50

Figure 6. Advertisement for Stanley Dry Plate Co. from the Canadian Photographic Standard, 7, No 10 (October 
1899): 772. 
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Conclusion

Examining the technology surrounding the gelatine dry-plate negative, and the 
ability of Canadian photographic manufacturers to produce, package, and sell shelf-
stable light-sensitive products to consumers across Canada has far reaching implications. 
The developments discussed in this article enabled photographers — professional and 
amateur alike — to purchase ready-made plates and produce images with increasingly 
reliable results and minimal fuss. Photographic production during this period steadily 
increased, and continued to do so, into the twentieth century as technologies were 
further refined. Within Canadian museums and archives, and tucked into private 
collections, are remnants of the photographic images that were ultimately produced 
from the Canadian-manufactured dry plates discussed in this article. When viewing 
these images, we should consider how the plates that recorded the images were made, 
and the technologies that enabled their creation. 

While this article begins by identifying Canadian gelatine dry-plate manufacturers, 
and how they fit within the broader technological and consumer history of photography, 
much work remains. Methods of national distribution and advertising, as well as how 
dry plates were positioned within photographic instruction and education in Canada, 
are two areas for further research that may reveal new insights about the photographic 
industry in Canada, and Canadian manufacturing, retailing, and professional education 
and training more broadly. This article offers a beginning into these lines of inquiry. 
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